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1. INTRODUCTION {#cam41795-sec-0001}
===============

Pancreatic cancer is a cancer with high mortality. The incidence of pancreatic cancer varies across different regions with higher incidence rates in Northern America (7.4 per 100 000) and Western Europe (7.3 per 100 000) and lower incidence rates in Middle Africa and South Central Asia (approximately 1.0 per 100 000).[1](#cam41795-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The mortality of pancreatic cancer also varies across different regions. Higher mortality rates were reported in Northern America (6.9 per 100 000) and Western Europe (6.8 per 100 000), and lower mortality rates were reported in Middle African and South Central Asian countries (\<1 per 100,000).[1](#cam41795-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The incidence and mortality rates of pancreatic cancer are also high in Taiwan. In Taiwan in 2013, 2051 individuals were diagnosed with pancreatic cancer (age‐standardized incidence rate = 6.0 per 100 000), and 1798 individuals died of pancreatic cancer (age‐standardized mortality rate = 5.22 per 100 000). Pancreatic cancer accounted for 2.07% of the total cancer incidence and 4.10% of all‐cancer mortality in Taiwan in 2013.[2](#cam41795-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

High incidence and mortality rates of pancreatic cancer in other Asian countries, including Korea and China, have also been reported. Jung et al. reported that the incidence rate of pancreatic cancer increased from 5.6 per 100 000 in 1999 to 6.1 per 100 000 in 2007 in Korea according to the Korea Central Cancer Registry (KCCR), a nation‐wide hospital‐based cancer registry. The mortality rate of pancreatic cancer in Korea was 5.5 per 100 000 in 2006 and 2007.[3](#cam41795-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Chen et al. reported a pancreatic cancer incidence rate of 4.63 per 100 000 and a mortality rate of 4.15 per 100 000 in 2009 according to the National Central Cancer Registry of China.[4](#cam41795-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} However, another report from China by Luo et al. showed that the incidence rate of pancreatic cancer was approximately 6.7 per 100 000 from 2004 to 2009 according to the Shanghai Cancer Registry. In addition, they reported that the 1‐year, 3‐year, and 5‐year survival rates of pancreatic cancer were 17.8%, 5.7%, and 4.1%, respectively.[5](#cam41795-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Egawa et al. also reported a low survival rate of pancreatic cancers in Japan.[6](#cam41795-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The 5‐year survival rate from 2001 to 2007 was 18.8% for resectable tumors and only 3.1% for unresectable tumors.[6](#cam41795-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The incidence and mortality rate of Hong Kong, where is located near Taiwan, were 4.1 and 3.7 per 100 000, respectively, in 2012 according to Hong Kong Cancer Registry.[7](#cam41795-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), the estimated incidence rate in Asia was variable among different countries in 2012.[8](#cam41795-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} The highest incidence rates were 8.5 and 6.7 per 100 000 in Japan and Korea, respectively. The mortality was also high with 7.7 and 6.2 per 100 000 in Japan and Korea, respectively. By contrast, a lower incidence rate was noted in some countries, such as India, Vietnam, and Bangladesh with 1.2, 1, and 0.7 per 100 000, respectively.[8](#cam41795-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}Table [S1](#cam41795-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the estimated incidence and mortality rates of pancreatic cancer in some Asian countries according to IARC and the incidence and mortality in Hong Kong and Taiwan according to the cancer registry in Hong Kong and Taiwan.[2](#cam41795-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cam41795-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#cam41795-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

The poor survival of pancreatic cancer is universal worldwide with the mortality rate almost equaling the incidence rate. The overall 5‐year survival rate is approximately 6% (2%‐9%).[1](#cam41795-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Most pancreatic cancer cases are adenocarcinoma; thus, most cancer registries or studies of pancreatic cancer are focused on adenocarcinoma. However, in addition to adenocarcinoma, there are other histologic subtypes, including neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), small cell carcinoma, sarcoma, and lymphoma. These subtypes are quite different from pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Among them, NETs are the second most common subtype of pancreatic cancer with a relatively longer survival. Although adenocarcinoma has been well studied, data on the incidence and survival of the other histologic subtypes of pancreatic cancer have been more limited. In addition, a nation‐wide population‐based study for pancreatic cancer, including rare subtypes, is lacking in Asia. Therefore, we used the Taiwan Cancer Registry (TCR) database to analyze the incidence, distribution, and survival of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan. The aim of this study was to comprehensively evaluate the trends in the incidence, distribution, and survival of different subtypes of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#cam41795-sec-0002}
========================

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the National Health Research Institutes, Taiwan. Because this study used de‐identified secondary data, no individual consent was required.

The data used for the current analysis were obtained from the TCR and Death Registry Database housed in the Health and Welfare Data Science Center, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan. The TCR, established in 1979 to monitor the incidence and mortality rates of cancer in Taiwan, includes approximately 97% of the cancer cases occurring in Taiwan.

The incident cases of pancreatic cancer diagnosed in Taiwan between 1 January 2002 and 31 December 2013, were identified from the TCR using the topography codes of the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, Third Edition (ICD‐O‐3). The histologic subtypes of pancreatic cancer were assigned according to the morphology (M) codes and included adenocarcinoma, carcinoma, NETs, endocrinomas, lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma, and sarcoma. The M codes for NETs were defined previously.[9](#cam41795-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Endocrinomas are functional tumors coded as 8150‐8157.

The annual populations reported by the Directorate‐General of Budget, Accounting, and Statistics of Taiwan (<http://www.dgbas.gov.tw>) were used as denominators to calculate the crude annual incidence rates of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan from 2002 to 2013 by histologic subtype, sex, and age group. The crude rates were then age‐standardized to the 2000 WHO standard population to generate the age‐standardized incidence rates. The annual percentage change (APC) was estimated to evaluate the incidence trends of pancreatic cancer overall and by histologic subtype using linear regression: log (rate~y~) = b~0~ + b~1~y, with log(rate~y~) = natural log of incidence rate in year y. APC = (e^b1^‐1)×100. A *P* \< 0.05 indicated a significant change in the incidence trend.

The data on vital status and the date of death were ascertained from the Death Registry Database. One‐, three‐, five‐, and ten‐year survival rates of pancreatic cancer overall, by sex, histologic subtype, and time period of diagnosis were calculated using the life‐table method. The hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) of pancreatic cancer death associated with the histologic subtype, age, sex, and time period of diagnosis were estimated using the Cox proportional hazards survival analysis. Survival analysis was first performed using pancreatic cancer diagnosed during 2002‐2013, and using two time periods, 2002‐2007 (T1) and 2008‐2013 (T2).

3. RESULTS {#cam41795-sec-0003}
==========

3.1. Age‐standardized incidence rates {#cam41795-sec-0004}
-------------------------------------

In total, 18 320 newly diagnosed pancreatic cancer cases were recorded in the TCR from 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2013, comprising 10 520 (57.4%) men and 7800 (42.6%) women. The mean age was 67.3 years for all subjects---66.7 years for men and 68.1 years for women. The age‐standardized incidence rate of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan increased from 4.62 per 100 000 in 2002 to 6.04 per 100 000 in 2013 (APC = 2.6, *P *= 1 × 10^−6^) (Figure [1](#cam41795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A and Table [S2](#cam41795-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Men displayed a higher incidence rate of pancreatic cancer than women during this time period. For men, the incidence rate of pancreatic cancer was 5.29 per 100 000 in 2002 and increased to 6.99 per 100 000 in 2013 (APC = 2.85, *P *= 0.00004). For women, the incidence rate of pancreatic cancer increased from 3.96 per 100 000 in 2002 to 5.16 per 100 000 in 2013 (APC = 2.46, *P *= 1×10^−6^). The increasing trend was similar for both men and women.

![The annual age‐standardized incidence rate (cases per 100 000) of pancreatic cancers from 2002 to 2013 in Taiwan. (A) The annual age‐standardized incidence rate of pancreatic cancers in men, women, and both sexes from 2002 to 2013 in Taiwan. (B) The annual incidence rate of pancreatic cancer by histologic subtype. (C) The annual incidence rate of the rare histologic subtype of pancreatic cancer, including neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), endocrinomas, squamous cell carcinoma, lymphoma, small cell carcinoma, and sarcoma](CAM4-7-5775-g001){#cam41795-fig-0001}

The incidence rates of all subtypes of pancreatic cancers are presented in Figure [1](#cam41795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B and Table [S2](#cam41795-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The histologic subtypes were classified as adenocarcinoma, NETs (neuroendocrine carcinoma included), endocrinomas, lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma, and sarcoma. In addition, some cases were classified as carcinoma because they were coded as carcinoma but not classified as adenocarcinoma or other type of carcinoma in the TCR database. The incidence rate of adenocarcinoma increased from 2.61 per 100 000 in 2002 to 3.87 per 100 000 in 2013 (APC = 3.94, *P *= 2×10^−7^). The incidence rate of carcinoma was 1.89 per 100 000 in 2002, increased to 2.01 per 100 000 in 2006, and then decreased gradually to 1.68 per 100 000 in 2013. The incidence rate of NETs increased from 0.02 per 100 000 in 2002 to 0.43 per 100 000 in 2013 with an APC of 31.52 (*P *= 3×10^−8^). The increased incidence was observed in both men and women. The incidence rate of NETs in men increased from 0.02 per 100 000 in 2002 to 0.41 per 100 000 in 2013 with an APC of 34.02 (*P *= 3×10^−8^). The incidence rate of NETs in women was 0.02 per 100 000 in 2002 and became 0.45 per 100 000 in 2013 with an APC of 32.48 (*P *= 0.00004). The incidence rate of small cell carcinoma was 0.004 per 100 000 in 2002 and became 0.02 per 100 000 in 2013 (APC = 15.23, *P* = 0.002). The annual incidence rates of endocrinomas, lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and sarcoma did not change significantly. The annual incidence rates of the rare subtypes of pancreatic cancers, including NETs, endocrinomas, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma, and sarcoma, are further highlighted in Figure [1](#cam41795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C.

3.2. Distribution and incidence trends of pancreatic cancer by age, sex, and subtype {#cam41795-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of pancreatic cancer by age group and sex is presented in Figure [2](#cam41795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A. Those aged between 70 and 80 years accounted for the largest proportion (29.4%), and 72.0% of pancreatic cancers were diagnosed at ≥60 years of age. The age distribution was not significantly different between men and women. We analyzed the distribution of pancreatic cancer by histologic subtype from 2002 to 2013 (Figure [2](#cam41795-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Adenocarcinoma (59.67%) was the most common histologic subtype of pancreatic cancer, followed by carcinoma (35.89%), NETs (2.84%), endocrinomas (0.57%), lymphoma (0.40%), squamous cell carcinoma (0.27%), small cell carcinoma (0.18%), and sarcoma (0.14%).

![The distribution of pancreatic cancers by age, sex, and histologic subtype. (A) The proportion of pancreatic cancers by age and sex from 2002 to 2013. (B) The distribution of pancreatic cancers by histologic subtypes from 2002 to 2013](CAM4-7-5775-g002){#cam41795-fig-0002}

The distribution of pancreatic cancer by subtype, sex, and age group was evaluated using two time periods, 2002‐2007 (T1) and 2008‐2013 (T2), as shown in Table [1](#cam41795-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The most common age of diagnosis was between 70 and 80 years for both time periods (32.22% in T1 and 27.44% in T2). The second most common age of diagnosis was between 60 and 70 years, accounting for 23.4% in T1 and 23.27% in T2. The proportion of female pancreatic cancer cases increased slightly over time although without statistical significance (chi‐squared test; *P *= 0.07) and accounted for 41.78% and 43.13% of all pancreatic cancers in T1 and T2, respectively.

###### 

The distributions of pancreatic cancer by age groups, sex, and histologic subtype in two time periods

                            2002‐2007 (T1)   2008‐2013 (T2)   *P* [\[Link\]](#cam41795-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} for comparing the distributions between T1 and T2   *P* [\[Link\]](#cam41795-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} for comparing the distributions among men between T1 and T2   *P* [\[Link\]](#cam41795-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} for comparing the distributions among women between T1 and T2                                                
  ------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------- --------------- ------------- -------------
  Age                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  0‐30                      46 (0.61)        21 (0.48)        25 (0.79)                                                                                              78 (0.72)                                                                                                        24 (0.39)                                                                                                          54 (1.16)      9 × 10^−19^     4 × 10^−16^   0.00001
  30‐40                     162 (2.15)       92 (2.09)        70 (2.22)                                                                                              215 (2.0)                                                                                                        123 (2.01)                                                                                                         92 (1.98)                                    
  40‐50                     622 (8.24)       397 (9.04)       225 (7.14)                                                                                             777 (7.21)                                                                                                       506 (8.26)                                                                                                         271 (5.83)                                   
  50‐60                     1273 (16.87)     777 (17.69)      496 (15.74)                                                                                            1954 (18.13)                                                                                                     1206 (19.68)                                                                                                       748 (16.09)                                  
  60‐70                     1765 (23.4)      992 (22.59)      773 (24.52)                                                                                            2508 (23.27)                                                                                                     1460 (23.83)                                                                                                       1048 (22.55)                                 
  70‐80                     2431 (32.22)     1445 (32.9)      986 (31.28)                                                                                            2957 (27.44)                                                                                                     1588 (25.91)                                                                                                       1369 (29.45)                                 
  \>80                      1245 (16.5)      668 (15.21)      577 (18.31)                                                                                            2287 (21.22)                                                                                                     1221 (19.92)                                                                                                       1066 (22.93)                                 
  Sex                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Men                       4392 (58.22)     6128 (56.87)     0.07                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Women                     3152 (41.78)     4648 (43.13)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  Histologic subtype                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Adenocarcinoma            4303 (57.04)     2515 (57.26)     1788 (56.73)                                                                                           6634 (61.56)                                                                                                     3847 (62.78)                                                                                                       2787 (59.96)   \<1 × 10^−30^   9 × 10^−29^   1 × 10^−15^
  Carcinoma                 3034 (40.22)     1774 (40.39)     1260 (39.97)                                                                                           3544 (32.89)                                                                                                     1967 (32.1)                                                                                                        1577 (33.93)                                 
  NETs                      84 (1.11)        39 (0.89)        45 (1.43)                                                                                              436 (4.05)                                                                                                       219 (3.57)                                                                                                         217 (4.67)                                   
  Endocrinomas              53 (0.7)         25 (0.57)        28 (0.89)                                                                                              51 (0.47)                                                                                                        21 (0.34)                                                                                                          30 (0.65)                                    
  Lymphoma                  29 (0.38)        16 (0.36)        13 (0.41)                                                                                              45 (0.42)                                                                                                        27 (0.44)                                                                                                          18 (0.39)                                    
  Squamous cell carcinoma   22 (0.29)        12 (0.27)        10 (0.32)                                                                                              27 (0.25)                                                                                                        20 (0.33)                                                                                                          7 (0.15)                                     
  Small cell carcinoma      8 (0.11)         4 (0.09)         4 (0.13)                                                                                               25 (0.23)                                                                                                        20 (0.33)                                                                                                          5 (0.11)                                     
  Sarcoma                   11 (0.15)        7 (0.16)         4 (0.13)                                                                                               14 (0.13)                                                                                                        7 (0.11)                                                                                                           7 (0.15)                                     

*P* value was calculated by chi‐square test.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The distribution of pancreatic cancers by subtype is shown in Table [1](#cam41795-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The distribution of subtypes was significantly different between T1 and T2 for all, or in men or women (chi‐squared test; *P *\< 1×10^−30^ for all, *P *= 9×10^−29^ for men and *P *= 1×10^−15^ for women). Adenocarcinoma was the most common subtype of pancreatic cancer for both men and women in both time periods. The percentage of adenocarcinoma increased from 57.04% in T1 to 61.56% in T2. The percentage of carcinoma was 40.22% in T1. However, the percentage of carcinoma was 32.89% in T2. The decrease in the percentage of carcinoma suggested that more cases of carcinoma were classified into the other subtypes of pancreatic cancer in T2. The distribution of NETs was different in the two time periods for both men (0.89% in T1 and 3.57% in T2) and women (1.43% in T1 and 4.67% in T2). The percentage of NETs increased from T1 to T2 for both men and women. For endocrinomas, the percentage decreased slightly over time for both men (0.57% in T1 and 0.34% in T2) and women (0.89% in T1 and 0.65% in T2).

3.3. Survival {#cam41795-sec-0006}
-------------

The 1‐, 3‐, 5‐, and 10‐year survival rates of pancreatic cancer by subtype and sex are presented in Table [2](#cam41795-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. The 1‐year, 3‐year, 5‐year, and 10‐year survival rates for all pancreatic cancer patients diagnosed between 2002 and 2013 were 25.52%, 9.22%, 6.6%, and 4.71%, respectively. The 1‐year, 3‐year, 5‐year, and 10‐year survival rates were 24.17%, 8.43%, 5.95%, and 4.24% for men, respectively, and 27.34%, 10.28%, 7.47%, and 5.34% for women, respectively. The survival rates by histologic subtype for both sexes combined and for each sex separately are shown in Figure [3](#cam41795-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#cam41795-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Among the histologic subtypes, the best survival was seen in patients with endocrinomas, followed by NETs, lymphoma, and sarcoma. However, the long‐term survival (\>5 years) was better for lymphoma than NETs as shown in Figure [3](#cam41795-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. For women, the best survival rate was observed in endocrinomas, followed by NETs and sarcoma and lymphoma. The best survival rate for men was endocrinomas, followed by NETs and lymphoma. The long‐term survival rate (\> 5 years) was better for lymphoma than NETs in men as shown in Figure [3](#cam41795-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

1‐, 3‐, 5‐, and 10‐year survival rates of pancreatic cancers from 2002 to 2013

                            1‐year survival rate   3‐year survival rate   5‐year survival rate   10‐year survival rate                                                                  
  ------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  All                       0.2552                 0.2417                 0.2734                 0.0922                  0.0843   0.1028   0.066    0.0595   0.0747   0.0471   0.0424   0.0534
  Adenocarcinoma            0.290                  0.2692                 0.3181                 0.081                   0.0692   0.0976   0.052    0.043    0.0651   0.0375   0.0289   0.0496
  Carcinoma                 0.151                  0.1556                 0.145                  0.0609                  0.067    0.0528   0.0471   0.0516   0.0412   0.0344   0.0401   0.027
  NETs                      0.717                  0.6938                 0.7405                 0.561                   0.5464   0.5754   0.445    0.419    0.4694   0.2349   0.1794   0.2796
  Endocrinomas              0.769                  0.7174                 0.8103                 0.682                   0.6736   0.6897   0.591    0.6054   0.5804   0.431    0.3892   0.4683
  Lymphoma                  0.507                  0.5349                 0.4667                 0.437                   0.4633   0.4      0.418    0.4324   0.4      0.3344   0.3892   0.24
  Squamous cell carcinoma   0.122                  0.125                  0.1176                 0.041                   0.0313   0.0588   0.041    0.0313   0.0588   ‐        ‐        ‐
  Small cell carcinoma      0.121                  0.125                  0.1111                 0.030                   0.0417   ‐        0.030    0.0417   ‐        ‐        ‐        ‐
  Sarcoma                   0.440                  0.3571                 0.5455                 0.318                   0.2857   0.3535   0.159    0.1224   0.2121   ‐        ‐        ‐
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![The survival curves of pancreatic cancers by histologic subtypes in all, men and women diagnosed from 2002 to 2013 in Taiwan](CAM4-7-5775-g003){#cam41795-fig-0003}

We performed Cox proportional hazards survival analysis by subtype, sex, age, and diagnosis as shown in Table [3](#cam41795-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. Because adenocarcinoma is the most common pancreatic cancer subtype, it was used as the referent for subtype analysis. The prognoses of NETs, endocrinomas, lymphoma, and sarcoma were better than those of adenocarcinoma in univariate analysis. This remained significant in the multivariate analysis with an HR of 0.32 (95% CI, 0.29‐0.37; *P *\< 1×10^−30^) for NETs, 0.28 (95% CI, 0.21‐0.36; *P *= 2×10^−20^) for endocrinomas, 0.47 (95% CI, 0.35‐0.63; *P *= 4×10^−7^) for lymphoma and 0.61 (95% CI, 0.40‐0.94; *P *= 0.025) for sarcoma after adjustment for sex, age, and diagnosis period. The survival rates of carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and small cell carcinoma were worse than that of adenocarcinoma with a HRs of 1.34 (95% CI, 1.29‐1.38; *P *\< 1×10^−30^), 1.80 (95% CI, 1.36‐2.40; *P *= 0.00005), and 1.42 (95% CI, 1.0‐2.0; *P *= 0.0496), respectively, in multivariate analysis. The survival of women was significantly better than that of men with an HR of 0.91 (95% CI, 0.88‐0.93; *P *= 2×10^−10^) in multivariate analysis. The prognosis of pancreatic cancer patients was poorer with increasing age, with those aged 80 years and older having the worst prognosis. We used T1 as the referent to evaluate whether the more recent diagnosis of pancreatic cancer (those diagnosed in T2) might have a better prognosis. The survival of pancreatic cancer in T2 was not better than that in T1 with an HR of 1 (95% CI, 0.97‐1.03; *P *= 0.828) for T2 according to multivariate analysis. When stratified by sex (Table [S3](#cam41795-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), better survival of subtypes in both men and women was observed for NETs, endocrinomas, and lymphoma than that for survival of adenocarcinoma. The prognosis became poorer with increasing age for both men and women. The survival rate during T2 was better than that during T1 for women (HR = 0.95; 95% CI, 0.90‐0.99; *P *= 0.029) but not for men (HR = 1.04; 95% CI, 1.00‐1.08; *P *= 0.054).

###### 

Cox proportional hazards survival analysis for pancreatic cancer by subtype, sex, age, and diagnosis period from 2002 to 2013

                                            Univariate   Multivariate                                      
  ----------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- --------------- ------ ----------- ---------------
  Subtypes Referent: adenocarcinoma                                                                        
  Carcinoma                                 1.51         1.46‐1.56      \<1 × 10^−30^   1.34   1.29‐1.38   \<1 × 10^−30^
  NETs                                      0.28         0.25‐0.32      \<1 × 10^−30^   0.32   0.29‐0.37   \<1 × 10^−30^
  Endocrinomas                              0.24         0.18‐0.31      1 × 10^−25^     0.28   0.21‐0.36   2 × 10^−20^
  Lymphoma                                  0.41         0.31‐0.56      5 × 10^−9^      0.47   0.35‐0.63   4 × 10^−7^
  Squamous cell carcinoma                   1.71         1.29‐2.27      0.0002          1.8    1.36‐2.40   0.00005
  Small cell carcinoma                      1.50         1.06‐2.12      0.022           1.42   1.00‐2.00   0.05
  Sarcoma                                   0.65         0.42‐1.00      0.05            0.61   0.40‐0.94   0.025
  Sex Referent: Men                                                                                        
  Women                                     0.9          0.87‐0.93      6 × 10^−12^     0.91   0.88‐0.93   2 × 10^−10^
  Age, years Referent: \<30                                                                                
  30 ≤ age \< 40                            2.72         2.01‐3.67      8 × 10^−11^     2.43   1.8‐3.29    7 × 10^−9^
  40 ≤ age \< 50                            3.99         3.00‐5.29      1 × 10^−21^     3.39   2.55‐4.5    3 × 10^−17^
  50 ≤ age \< 60                            4.41         3.33‐5.83      3 × 10^−25^     3.61   2.73‐4.78   3 × 10^−19^
  60 ≤ age \< 70                            5.30         4.01‐7.00      \<1 × 10^−30^   4.25   3.21‐5.62   3 × 10^−24^
  70 ≤ age \< 80                            6.74         5.10‐8.91      \<1 × 10^−30^   5.17   3.91‐6.83   \<1 × 10^−30^
  80 ≤ age                                  9.91         7.49‐13.11     \<1 × 10^−30^   7.08   5.35‐9.37   \<1 × 10^−30^
  Diagnosed year Referent: 2002‐2007 (T1)                                                                  
  2008‐2013 (T2)                            0.94         0.91‐0.97      0.0001          1      0.97‐1.03   0.828
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Because the diagnosis and treatment were updated over time, we evaluated the survival rate of pancreatic cancer patients by subtype during two time periods, 2002‐2007 (T1) and 2008‐2013 (T2) (Table [S4](#cam41795-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 1‐year survival for all pancreatic cancers was 24.12% in T1 and 26.49% in T2. However, the 3‐year and 5‐year survival of all pancreatic cancers were all \<10% during the two time periods. For adenocarcinoma, the most common subtype of pancreatic cancer, the 1‐year survival rates were 27.0% in T1 and 30.2% in T2. For carcinoma, the second most common type of pancreatic cancer, the 1‐year survival rates were 17.92% in T1 and 12.68% in T2. The 1‐year, 3‐year, and 5‐year survival rates of NETs were 61.9%, 38.1% and 23.8%, respectively, in T1 and 73.6%, 59.9%, and 50.6%, respectively, in T2. The 5‐year survival rate was 31.11% in T1 and increased to 50.95% in T2 in women. The 5‐year survival rate was only 15.38% in T1 in men, whereas it increased to 50.18% in T2, which was similar to that in women. The 1‐year, 3‐year, and 5‐year survival rates of lymphoma were 39.3%, 32.1%, and 28.6% in T1 and increased to 57.8%, 51.1%, and 51.1% in T2, respectively. We performed Cox proportional hazards survival analysis for each subtype of pancreatic cancer by sex, age, and diagnosis period as shown in Table [4](#cam41795-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}. Improved survival from T1 to T2 was observed in adenocarcinoma (HR = 0.93; 95% CI, 0.89‐0.96; *P *= 0.0001; multivariate analysis), NETs (HR = 0.47; 95% CI, 0.35‐0.62; *P *= 1×10^−7^; multivariate analysis), and lymphoma (HR = 0.44; 95% CI, 0.22‐0.88; *P *= 0.02; multivariate analysis). Women displayed better survival than men for adenocarcinoma (HR = 0.88; 95% CI, 0.84‐0.91; *P *= 5×10^−11^; multivariate analysis) and carcinoma (HR = 0.92; 95% CI, 0.87‐0.96; *P *= 0.0006; multivariate analysis) but not for other subtypes.

###### 

Cox proportional hazards survival analysis for subtypes of pancreatic cancers by sex, age, and diagnosis period from 2002 to 2013

                                            Adenocarcinoma   Carcinoma                                                                                                          
  ----------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------- --------------- ------ ----------- --------------- ------ ----------- ------------- ------ ----------- -------------
  Sex Referent: Men                                                                                                                                                             
  Women                                     0.86             0.83‐0.89   3 × 10^−14^     0.88   0.84‐0.91   5 × 10^−11^     0.98   0.94‐1.03   0.51          0.92   0.87‐0.96   0.0006
  Age Referent: age\<40                                                                                                                                                         
  40 ≤ age \<50                             1.85             1.6‐2.15    6 × 10^−16^     1.8    1.55‐2.08   2 × 10^−14^     1.62   1.26‐2.09   0.0002        1.6    1.25‐2.07   0.0002
  50 ≤ age \<60                             1.91             1.66‐2.2    2 × 10^−19^     1.86   1.61‐2.14   7 × 10^−18^     1.78   1.41‐2.25   2 × 10^−6^    1.74   1.38‐2.2    4 × 10^−6^
  60 ≤ age \<70                             2.15             1.87‐2.47   7 × 10^−27^     2.09   1.82‐2.4    5 × 10^−25^     2.3    1.82‐2.89   1 × 10^−12^   2.28   1.81‐2.87   2 × 10^−12^
  70 ≤ age \<80                             2.59             2.25‐2.98   \<1 × 10^−30^   2.52   2.19‐2.9    \<1 × 10^−30^   2.71   2.16‐3.39   8 × 10^−18^   2.69   2.15‐3.38   1 × 10^−17^
  80 ≤ age                                  3.73             3.23‐4.31   \<1 × 10^−30^   3.64   3.15‐4.21   \<1 × 10^−30^   3.44   2.74‐4.32   1 × 10^−26^   3.39   2.7‐4.25    7 × 10^−26^
  Diagnosed year Referent: 2002‐2007 (T1)                                                                                                                                       
  2008‐2013 (T2)                            0.94             0.90‐0.97   0.001           0.93   0.89‐0.96   0.0001          1.18   1.12‐1.24   1 × 10^−10^   1.13   1.07‐1.18   5 × 10^−6^

                                            NETs   Endocrinomas                                                                                                     
  ----------------------------------------- ------ -------------- ------------ ------ ----------- ------------- ------- ----------- ------------ ------ ----------- ---------
  Sex Referent: Men                                                                                                                                                 
  Women                                     0.85   0.67‐1.09      0.197        0.87   0.68‐1.11   0.252         0.89    0.52‐1.53   0.669        0.94   0.53‐1.67   0.843
  Age Referent: age\<40                                                                                                                                             
  40 ≤ age\<50                              1.38   0.84‐2.29      0.207        1.42   0.86‐2.36   0.173         0.9     0.34‐2.4    0.831        0.82   0.3‐2.28    0.705
  50 ≤ age\<60                              1.59   1.00‐2.54      0.052        1.67   1.04‐2.67   0.033         0.87    0.33‐2.25   0.767        0.87   0.33‐2.3    0.78
  60 ≤ age\<70                              2.03   1.28‐3.23      0.003        2.21   1.39‐3.52   0.0008        1.77    0.74‐4.22   0.197        1.82   0.75‐4.40   0.185
  70 ≤ age\<80                              2.84   1.75‐4.59      0.00002      2.76   1.7‐4.49    0.00004       1.51    0.56‐4.06   0.41         1.46   0.52‐4.10   0.468
  80 ≤ age                                  5.11   2.88‐9.05      2 × 10^−8^   6.13   3.43‐10.9   9 × 10^−10^   17.13   5.09‐57.7   4 × 10^−6^   15.1   4.33‐52.7   0.00002
  Diagnosed year Referent: 2002‐2007 (T1)                                                                                                                           
  2008‐2013 (T2)                            0.52   0.39‐0.68      3 × 10^−6^   0.47   0.35‐0.62   1 × 10^−7^    0.73    0.41‐1.28   0.268        0.75   0.41‐1.38   0.361

                                            Lymphoma             Sarcoma                                                                                      
  ----------------------------------------- -------------------- ----------- ------- ------ ----------- ------- ------ ----------- ------- ------ ----------- -------
  Sex Referent: Men                                                                                                                                           
  Women                                     1.27                 0.70‐2.3    0.438   1.03   0.54‐1.99   0.923   0.9    0.38‐2.16   0.82    0.87   0.32‐2.38   0.788
  Age Referent: age\<40                     Referent: age \<50                                                                                                
  40 ≤ age\<50                              2.37                 0.25‐22.8   0.455   2.16   0.22‐20.8   0.506                                                 
  50 ≤ age\<60                              3.47                 0.43‐27.8   0.241   3.14   0.39‐25.2   0.281   2.37   0.29‐19.4   0.421   2.32   0.28‐19.6   0.439
  60 ≤ age\<70                              10.7                 1.32‐87.4   0.027   13.7   1.6‐114.1   0.016   3.66   0.4‐33.3    0.25    2.88   0.25‐32.8   0.395
  70 ≤ age\<80                              10.9                 1.43‐83.4   0.021   9.14   1.18‐70.8   0.034   5.63   0.64‐49.9   0.121   5.41   0.56‐52.4   0.146
  80 ≤ age                                  25.7                 3.3‐203.6   0.002   28.6   3.6‐229.6   0.002   1.56   0.16‐15.6   0.705   1.45   0.14‐15.2   0.758
  Diagnosed year Referent: 2002‐2007 (T1)                                                                                                                     
  2008‐2013 (T2)                            0.58                 0.32‐1.06   0.078   0.44   0.22‐0.88   0.02    0.67   0.28‐1.60   0.37    0.83   0.29‐2.36   0.72

                                            Squamous cell carcinoma   Small cell carcinoma                                                                                    
  ----------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- ------- ------ ----------- ------- ------ ----------- ------- ------ ----------- -------
  Sex Referent: Men                                                                                                                                                           
  Women                                     0.73                      0.40‐1.33              0.305   0.71   0.36‐1.40   0.319   0.91   0.42‐1.99   0.813   0.94   0.39‐2.25   0.888
  Age Referent: age\<40                                                                                                                                                       
  40 ≤ age\<50                              0.51                      0.10‐2.74              0.433   0.35   0.06‐2.11   0.254   0.9    0.06‐14.6   0.943   0.9    0.06‐14.6   0.943
  50 ≤ age\<60                              0.46                      0.09‐2.26              0.341   0.29   0.05‐1.67   0.164   0.61   0.07‐5.26   0.649   0.63   0.07‐5.6    0.68
  60 ≤ age\<70                              0.47                      0.10‐2.15              0.33    0.33   0.06‐1.68   0.181   0.37   0.05‐3.02   0.355   0.39   0.05‐3.18   0.376
  70 ≤ age\<80                              1.27                      0.28‐5.64              0.757   0.85   0.17‐4.3    0.841   0.44   0.05‐3.78   0.451   0.46   0.05‐4.04   0.48
  80 ≤ age                                  1.71                      0.31‐9.41              0.536   1.04   0.16‐6.78   0.965   0.55   0.06‐5.18   0.604   0.57   0.06‐5.39   0.624
  Diagnosed year Referent: 2002‐2007 (T1)                                                                                                                                     
  2008‐2013 (T2)                            1.27                      0.72‐2.26              0.413   1.32   0.71‐2.45   0.374   1.19   0.53‐2.66   0.68    1.08   0.44‐2.65   0.869
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Table [5](#cam41795-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"} presents the survival analysis for pancreatic cancer by subtype, sex, and age during the two time periods (T1 and T2). The prognoses of NETs, endocrinomas, and lymphoma were better than that of adenocarcinoma in T1 (NETs: HR = 0.62, 95% CI = 0.49‐0.77, *P *= 3×10^−5^; endocrinomas: HR = 0.33, 95% CI = 0.23‐0.47, *P *= 3×10^−10^; lymphoma: HR = 0.65, 95% CI = 0.42‐1.00, *P *= 0.048) and T2 (NETs: HR = 0.27, 95% CI = 0.24‐0.32, *P *\< 1×10^−30^; endocrinomas: HR = 0.22, 95% CI = 0.14‐0.34, *P *= 9×10^−12^; lymphoma: HR = 0.37, 95% CI = 0.25‐0.56, *P *= 2×10^−6^) by multivariate analysis. The prognosis of sarcoma was not significantly different from that of adenocarcinoma in T1 (HR = 0.73; 95% CI, 0.40‐1.31; *P *= 0.288) but was better than that of adenocarcinoma in T2 (HR = 0.51; 95% CI, 0.27‐0.95; *P *= 0.034) by multivariate analysis. Compared with men, the risk of death in women was consistently lower. The HR was 0.95 (95% CI, 0.91‐0.99; *P *= 0.027) in T1 and 0.87 (95% CI, 0.84‐0.91; *P *= 2×10^−11^) in T2 for women by multivariate analysis. Additionally, there was a similar increasing trend in the risk of death with age for the two time periods.

###### 

Cox proportional hazards survival analysis for pancreatic cancer patients by subtype, sex, and age in two time periods

                                      2002‐2007   2008‐2013                                                                                                            
  ----------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------- ------ ------------ ------------- ------- ------------ --------------- ------ ----------- ---------------
  Subtypes Referent: adenocarcinoma                                                                                                                                    
  Carcinoma                           1.3         1.24‐1.37    8 × 10^−28^   1.18   1.12‐1.23    1 × 10^−10^   1.73    1.65‐1.80    \<1 × 10^−30^   1.5    1.43‐1.57   \<1 × 10^−30^
  NETs                                0.51        0.41‐0.64    8 × 10^−9^    0.62   0.49‐0.77    3 × 10^−5^    0.24    0.21‐0.28    \<1 × 10^−30^   0.27   0.24‐0.32   \<1 × 10^−30^
  Endocrinomas                        0.29        0.20‐0.40    8 × 10^−13^   0.33   0.23‐0.47    3 × 10^−10^   0.18    0.12‐0.28    2 × 10^−14^     0.22   0.14‐0.34   9 × 10^−12^
  Lymphoma                            0.57        0.37‐0.88    0.01          0.65   0.42‐1.00    0.048         0.33    0.22‐0.50    1 × 10^−7^      0.37   0.25‐0.56   2 × 10^−6^
  Squamous cell carcinoma             1.44        0.94‐2.18    0.09          1.55   1.02‐2.36    0.04          2.01    1.37‐2.96    0.0004          2.07   1.41‐3.05   0.0002
  Small cell carcinoma                1.3         0.65‐2.60    0.46          1.24   0.62‐2.49    0.54          1.6     1.07‐2.39    0.021           1.49   1.00‐2.23   0.05
  Sarcoma                             0.87        0.48‐1.56    0.63          0.73   0.40‐1.31    0.288         0.51    0.27‐0.94    0.032           0.51   0.27‐0.95   0.034
  Sex Referent: Male                                                                                                                                                   
  Female                              0.93        0.89‐0.97    0.002         0.95   0.91‐0.99    0.027         0.88    0.84‐0.92    3 × 10^−10^     0.87   0.84‐0.91   2 × 10^−11^
  Age, years Referent: age \<30                                                                                                                                        
  30 ≤ age\<40                        2.83        1.80‐4.43    6 × 10^−6^    2.76   1.76‐4.33    0.00001       2.6     1.73‐3.89    4 × 10^−6^      2.14   1.43‐3.21   0.0002
  40 ≤ age\<50                        3.71        2.42‐5.68    2 × 10^−9^    3.54   2.31‐5.42    6 × 10^−9^    4.17    2.85‐6.08    1 × 10^−13^     3.21   2.19‐4.68   2 × 10^−9^
  50 ≤ age\<60                        4.06        2.66‐6.19    8 × 10^−11^   3.79   2.48‐5.78    6 × 10^−10^   4.68    3.22‐6.79    6 × 10^−16^     3.38   2.33‐4.92   2 × 10^−10^
  60 ≤ age\<70                        5.04        3.31‐7.68    5 × 10^−14^   4.65   3.05‐7.09    9 × 10^−13^   5.48    3.77‐7.95    4 × 10^−19^     3.87   2.66‐5.62   1 × 10^−12^
  70 ≤ age\<80                        6.18        4.06‐9.41    2 × 10^−17^   5.61   3.68‐8.54    1 × 10^−15^   7.13    4.91‐10.34   5 × 10^−25^     4.73   3.25‐6.86   4 × 10^−16^
  80 ≤ age                            8.87        5.81‐13.53   4 × 10^−24^   7.69   5.04‐11.74   3 × 10^−21^   10.72   7.38‐15.57   \<1 × 10^−30^   6.43   4.42‐9.36   2 × 10^−22^
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Taken together, the best survival of pancreatic cancer was observed in those with endocrinomas, NETs, and lymphoma, and the worst survival was observed in those with small cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, carcinoma, and adenocarcinoma. The overall survival was significantly prolonged in the recent decade for patients with adenocarcinoma, NETs, and lymphoma.

4. DISCUSSION {#cam41795-sec-0007}
=============

We observed several changes in the incidence and survival rates of pancreatic cancer in this nation‐wide population‐based study in Taiwan. The incidence of all pancreatic cancers increased from 4.62 per 100 000 in 2002 to 6.04 per 100 000 in 2013. The incidence of NETs showed the most significant increase. The survival rates of adenocarcinoma, NETs, and lymphoma significantly improved from 2002 to 2013.

The incidence of pancreatic cancer varies across regions and populations. The incidence of pancreatic cancer in Asia was lower than that in Northern America and Western Europe but more than that in Middle Africa.[1](#cam41795-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} According to the estimation by the IARC for Asia in 2012, the age‐standardized incidence rate was 3.2 per 100 000.[10](#cam41795-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In Taiwan, the age‐standardized incidence rate was 5.76 per 100 000 in 2012. The increased trend was also noted with an APC of 2.6. The increased trend of pancreatic cancer was also observed in China with an APC of 5.29 from 2003 to 2009 and in Iran with the age‐standardized incidence rate increasing from 0.75 per 100 000 in 2001 to 2.68 per 100 000 in 2011.[4](#cam41795-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cam41795-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The age‐standardized incidence rate of pancreatic cancer in China in 2009 was 4.63 per 100 000. By contrast, the age‐standardized incidence rate of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan was 5.61 per 100 000 in 2009 and 5.76 per 100 000 in 2012, rates that were significantly higher than that of pancreatic cancer in China and that estimated by the IARC for Asia. From our data, the increased incidence rate of pancreatic cancer was only observed in adenocarcinoma and NETs for both men and women. The overall increased incidence of pancreatic cancer was mainly due to the increase in adenocarcinoma because the increased trends were similar between all pancreatic cancers and adenocarcinoma as shown in Figure [1](#cam41795-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B. Although the incidence of NETs was also significantly increased, the increase did not affect the overall increase in pancreatic cancer significantly due to the relatively lower percentage. However, the relatively stable incidence of other subtypes, including endocrinomas, lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma, and sarcoma, suggested the presence of different etiologies for adenocarcinoma, NETs, and other subtypes of pancreatic cancer. Many of the NETs were probably misdiagnosed as pancreatic carcinoma or adenocarcinoma previously. The increased incidence of NETs may be explained partially by the more accurate diagnosis due to the increased awareness of NETs by physicians after the establishment of pancreatic NET classification in 2000 by WHO and the update in 2010.[12](#cam41795-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The risk factors for pancreatic adenocarcinoma include a history of pancreatitis, cigarette smoking, diabetes, dietary factors, infection (infection with hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus or *Helicobacter pylori*), or genetic factors.[13](#cam41795-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cam41795-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, the risk factors for pancreatic NETs is unclear. A family history of cancer, diabetes, alcohol, smoking, and chronic pancreatitis has been reported to be risk factors for pancreatic NETs in several case‐control studies. Among these risk factors, diabetes and a family history of cancer were more consistently observed by the studies.[15](#cam41795-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cam41795-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cam41795-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cam41795-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#cam41795-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#cam41795-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The increase in adenocarcinoma and NETs has not reached a plateau, suggesting the importance of identifying and reducing the risk factors to prevent a further increase in the incidence of pancreatic cancer, particularly adenocarcinoma and NETs.

In the survival analysis, we observed that the survival rates of adenocarcinoma, NETs, and lymphoma improved in the recent decade. Adenocarcinoma and carcinoma accounted for 95.6% of all pancreatic cancers. The survival of these patients was poor. Only 15%‐20% of pancreatic cancer patients have resectable disease, and the 5‐year survival rate of those patients is approximately 20%.[21](#cam41795-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#cam41795-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} According to the annual report of the TCR, only 20.8% of pancreatic cancer patients received surgery from 2003 to 2009.[23](#cam41795-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Most of the cases were diagnosed at advanced stages. Chemotherapy is the main treatment strategy for advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma and carcinoma. Gemcitabine is commonly used as first‐line treatment for advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma or carcinoma since 1997.[24](#cam41795-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The combination of gemcitabine with other agents, such as erlotinib, S‐1, or abraxane[25](#cam41795-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cam41795-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cam41795-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cam41795-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cam41795-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, or the use of other chemotherapeutic agents, such as oxaliplatin, irinotecan, fluoropyrimidine, and S‐1, has been shown to prolong the progression‐free survival and overall survival of pancreatic cancer patients in recent years.[30](#cam41795-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cam41795-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} However, the median overall survival is still \<1 year. Furthermore, old age at diagnosis is another factor to limit the use of chemotherapy. In our study, around one‐half of the patients were diagnosed at more than 70 years of age, limiting the use of chemotherapy. Thus, only 36.7% of pancreatic cancer patients received chemotherapy from 2003 to 2009 in Taiwan according to the TCR annual reports.[23](#cam41795-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} ^.^

Lymphoma accounted for only 0.4% of all pancreatic cancers in Taiwan. However, the survival of lymphoma has significantly improved in the recent decade. Approximately 7% of lymphomas are Hodgkin\'s lymphoma, and 93% are non‐Hodgkin\'s lymphoma (NHL).[23](#cam41795-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Approximately 80% of NHLs are B‐cell lymphomas, and diffuse large B‐cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most common type of lymphoma in the western countries or Asia.[32](#cam41795-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#cam41795-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Treatment for lymphoma did not improve significantly until the introduction of rituximab, an anti‐CD20 monoclonal antibody. The 5‐year overall survival rate of DLBCL increased to 58% with the addition of rituximab to CHOP versus 45% for elderly patients treated with CHOP only.[34](#cam41795-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Rituximab has been shown to prolong PFS in relapsed low‐grade NHL patients in 1997[35](#cam41795-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} and was approved as the first‐line treatment in DLBCL in 2006.[36](#cam41795-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In Taiwan, rituximab use has been reimbursed for refractory low‐grade lymphoma since April, 2002 and for DLBCL since January, 2004 by the Bureau of National Health Insurance (BNHI). Although the exact distribution of lymphoma types in our patient population is unknown, we believe that the addition of rituximab is the major contribution for the increased survival of pancreatic lymphoma patients in T2.

The 1‐year survival rate of adenocarcinoma was increased in both men and women from T1 to T2 (Table [S2](#cam41795-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that new chemotherapy regimens are beneficial for both men and women. However, why the survival rate for adenocarcinoma in women is better than that in men remains unknown. For the survival analysis of other pancreatic cancer subtypes, we noticed that the 5‐year survival rate for NETs was significantly better in women than in men in T1. However, the survival rates of pancreatic NETs in women and men improved and were similar in T2. This might be due to the introduction of new therapies for pancreatic NETs. Surgery can usually cure pancreatic NETs in the early stages. However, most cases of pancreatic NETs are diagnosed at an advanced stage due to the lack of clinical symptoms and signs. Treatment for advanced pancreatic NETs comprised chemotherapy with streptozocin, doxorubicin, or fluoropyrimidine‐based regimens prior to the introduction of targeted therapies. Targeted agents, including everolimus and sunitinib, were shown to improve the progression‐free survival for advanced pancreatic NETs in phase III trials.[37](#cam41795-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#cam41795-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} These two agents were approved by the FDA in May, 2011. The reimbursement for sunitinib and everolimus in Taiwan by the BNHI began in May 2012 and January 2013, respectively. Therefore, it is possible that the improvement in the survival rate of pancreatic NETs in T2 was due to the introduction of new therapies for pancreatic NETs. In summary, the incidence of pancreatic cancer in Taiwan, particularly that of adenocarcinoma and NETs in both men and women, has been increasing rapidly. The survival rates of adenocarcinoma, lymphoma, and NET patients have improved probably due to the introduction of new chemotherapy regimens and targeted therapies. Despite the improvement in survival, it is important to identify and reduce the risk factors for pancreatic cancer to prevent the development of pancreatic cancer. It is also important to develop biomarkers for the early detection of pancreatic cancer and establish novel therapies for the treatment of pancreatic cancer to improve the survival of pancreatic cancer.
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